
Fuzzy Friends
Pez Candy
(203) 795-0531
Pez has introduced the first four

characters of a series called Fuzzy
Friends. The collection features
four characters all decked out in
colorful, fuzzy materials with articu-
lating arms and legs. They even
come with a backpack clip for
added value. A colorful window
box contains one Pez FuzzyFriends
dispenser and two rolls ofPez
candy refills for a suggested retail
price offrom $3.99 to $4.99. Dis-
play options include a floor display
shipper with 72 window boxes; a
power wing display with 36 window
boxes; and a counter display with
12window boxes.

Pallet Packs
Adams & Brooks
(800) 999-9808

Special pallet packs are available
from Adams & Brooks in PDQ
cases, a Psycho Psour tub, Fairtime
Traditions tub and a 44-ounce P-
Nuttles jar. Products available in 24-
count PDQ cases are: Psycho Psour
Ifi-ounce, Fairtime Taffy If-ounce,
Psycho Pop 14<:>unce,and Smile
Pop l-t-ounce bags. Each big bag
contains individually wrapped
pieces and has a suggested retail
price of $1.99. Also available is a
48-count PDQ Psycho Pops box/24
trays per pallet, 24 boxes per tray.
Each PDQ case is a shipping case
that serves as a display.

Adams & Brooks also offers a
240-count changemaker tub ofPsy-
cho Psour fruit chews. Its clear tub
comes six 24O-countjars per case or
in a six/30 tray pallet pack (180
jars) filled with colorful Psweet 'N
Psour fruit chews for a suggested
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retail price of$lO per tub. The
same tub comes in Fairtime Tradi-
tions in three flavors: chocolate,
peanut and molasses.

New Carousel Refills
Ford Gum &Machine Co.
(847) 573-0800
Ford has introduced a new 18-

ounce stand-up gumball refill bag
with resealable zipper for the
Carousel line of gurnballs. Accord-
ing to the company, the new bags
were specifically designed to be

shorter and wider in order to cre-
ate more shelf stability, and a win-
dow has been added for easy prod-
uct visibility.The new bags also
feature brighter graphics. Each
refill bag is filled with Carousel
gumballs in assorted colors and
flavors. The 18-0unce Carousel
gurnball refills are packed 12 bags
per case. Carousel gumball refills
also are available in 53-0unce jars
and 62-ounce boxes, both packed
six per case.

Big Bunny Bites
and More
R.M. Palmer Co.
(610) 372-8971
Palmer's new Big Bunny Bites

four-packs are available in a 99-
count shipper / displayer. There are
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